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Abstract 9 

In this work, we investigate the chemical composition of a reactively sputtered photochromic YHxOy 10 

thin film by non-destructive ion beam-based techniques, i.e., Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry, 11 

Particle-Induced X-Ray Emission, Time-of-Flight/Energy coincidence Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis 12 

and Elastic Backscattering Spectrometry. To enhance the accuracy of the analysis, the set of spectra 13 

was evaluated in an iterative self-consistent approach. This procedure resulted in high-resolution 14 

depth profiles of the chemical composition and revealed a thin oxygen-rich-layer on the surface, which 15 

apparently does not act as a self-passivation layer. In the film, the concentration of Y remains 16 

practically constant, whereas O replaces H during the oxidation process. In-situ light illumination was 17 

performed during the compositional analysis in a high vacuum setup. The results from these 18 

measurements demonstrate that, for these samples, the induced reversible photochromism is not 19 

linked to any detectable change in the bulk composition of the film and can thus take place even in a 20 

vacuum environment. 21 
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1. Introduction 1 

The optical and electrical properties of yttrium hydrides (YHx) strongly depend on the hydrogen 2 

concentration. Most prominent, this material undergoes a metal-to-insulator transition when x 3 

exceeds a specific value [1]. This transition triggers a rapid change of the physical properties, which 4 

can be used to study hydrogen diffusion in solids and in switchable mirrors [2]. Recently, yttrium oxy-5 

hydride (YHxOy) thin films have started to attract the attention of the scientific community, as they 6 

were found capable of a switchable photochromic response triggered by light illumination under 7 

ambient conditions [3]. These reversible transitions make them promising materials attractive for 8 

many technological applications, such as smart windows and sensors [4-6]. 9 

The possibility of altering the optical transmittance, band gap and the magnitude of the photochromic 10 

response by changing deposition conditions has been established for YHxOy films [7, 8, 9]. In our recent 11 

work [10], and later by Cornelius et al. [11] it was demonstrated for which specific stoichiometry of 12 

yttrium oxy-hydrides a photochromic behavior can be observed. For instance, it has been shown that 13 

YHxOy films are photochromic only for certain oxygen to yttrium ratios (δ) of 0.45 < δ < 1.5 [10]. 14 

However, since the photochromic films investigated so far are typically prepared by reactive 15 

magnetron sputtering in mixed argon-hydrogen atmosphere followed by uncontrolled oxidation, it is 16 

challenging to predict the final oxygen and hydrogen concentration in YHxOy. Moreover, compositional 17 

analysis of YHO films using Time-Of-Flight Elastic recoil Detection Analysis (ToF-ERDA) have shown a 18 

considerable amount of impurities (≈ 5 at.%), whereas the presence of small amounts of metallic 19 

incorporation can drastically change optical properties in this kind of material [12].  20 

Also the specific mechanism of the photochromic response of rare-earth oxyhydrides is not yet 21 

clarified, although a series of investigations indicate a connection to structural [11,13,14] and 22 

electronic modifications [15] of the material during light illumination. All these processes, might be 23 

linked to changes in composition.  24 

As composition depth profiles of systems containing light and heavy species for all constituents 25 

simultaneously and in an absolute way is demanding, ion beam analysis (IBA) employing projectiles in 26 

the MeV regime is an attractive tool. Employing different ion species, geometries and energies, 27 

elemental depth-profiles can be obtained with high accuracy and often free from the need for 28 

references [16]. 29 

The focus of the present work is twofold: at first, highly accurate depth profiles of the chemical 30 

composition of a reactive sputter-deposited photochromic YHxOy thin film are obtained using different 31 

ion beam-based techniques in an iterative and self-consistent procedure. Based on this analysis, we 32 
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perform an in-situ investigation of potential changes in the film composition to obtain a better 1 

understanding of mechanisms which can explain the photochromism of rare-earth oxyhydrides. 2 

Specifically, we investigated the concentrations and depth profiles of atomic species present in the 3 

material during light illumination, i.e. while the material is undergoing photochromic transitions. 4 

2. Methodology  5 

2.1 Sample preparation 6 

Transparent yttrium oxy-hydride thin films were deposited onto glass substrates (microscope slides, 7 

76 x 26 mm and 1 mm thick) using a Leybold Optics A550V7 on-axis pulsed in-line dc magnetron-8 

sputtering machine in a mixed argon-hydrogen atmosphere. The films were grown at room 9 

temperature, and the base pressure in the chamber prior depositions was ≈ 10-6 mbar. The Ar:H2 gas 10 

ratio during the reactive growth was 4:1, and the total chamber pressure during deposition was 11 

≈ 3 x 10-2 mbar. Subsequent to the film growth, samples were removed from the sputtering chamber 12 

and exposed to air for oxidation. A schematic of the film synthesis is shown in Fig. 1 (a). More detailed 13 

information on the sample preparation can be found in [17]. 14 

The thin-film deposition, as described in Fig. 1 (a), is easy, reproducible and efficient to produce 15 

photochromic YHxOy materials. The initial stage of the samples is transparent and yellowish. The 16 

samples become dark after a few minutes under light illumination at ambient conditions. This 17 

darkening effect is apparent from Fig. 1 (b) for which the sample, initially yellowish, has been 18 

illuminated for 30 minutes using a LED lamp (wavelength ≈ 400 nm and intensity ≈ 10 mW/cm2). No 19 

significant changes in photodarkening are observed after ≈ 30 min of illumination.  20 

The same light source has been employed for all investigations presented here. During the photo-21 

darkening, a reduction in transmittance of 10-40 % is found depending on the H and O concentration 22 

(i.e., x and y), light intensity and exposure time. In Fig. 1 (c), typical optical transmittance spectra are 23 

shown for the relaxed film and after 30 minutes of illumination, both measured using a Perkin Elmer 24 

Lambda 35 UV/VIS Spectrometer in a scanning mode with probing light between [190-1100] nm. 25 

2.2 Ion Beam Analysis 26 

The composition of the YHxOy was investigated by means of four different non-destructive IBA 27 

methods: Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS), Particle-Induced X-Ray Emission (PIXE), Time-28 

of-Flight/Energy coincidence Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ToF-E ERDA) and Elastic Backscattering 29 

Spectrometry (EBS). 30 
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RBS is the most commonly employed IBA technique. Light projectiles with MeV-energy are directed on 1 

the sample, and the backscattered particles from the target atoms due to the Coulomb repulsion are 2 

detected [18]. While providing straightforward information due to well-known cross sections and 3 

scattering kinematics, such analysis becomes more demanding either in terms of sensitivity (when light 4 

elements are present in heavy matrixes) or in terms of the resolution (when several heavy elements 5 

are coexisting in the layer to be analyzed). In this situation, it is more convenient to employ other more 6 

complex IBA methods [19]. As an example, one can use PIXE as it relies on the detection of the emitted 7 

characteristic x-rays from target atom [20], and permits to quantify trace-amount of elements (usually 8 

Z > 11) with sensitivities reaching the ppm level.  9 

For light species, two IBA techniques can be an alternative: ToF-E ERDA and EBS. For the former, Time-10 

of-Flight/Energy coincidence measurements of target particles elastically recoiled from heavy primary 11 

ions with several tens MeV enables mass-resolved composition depth profiling without masking the 12 

signals of light constituents, and with almost equal sensitivity for all constituents [21]. In EBS, by using 13 

elevated projectile energies, resonant non-Rutherford cross sections can be accessed, enabling 14 

isotope-specific detection of light species [22].   15 

2.3 Experimental setup 16 

The IBA measurements were carried out at the Tandem Laboratory at Uppsala University, using the 17 

two different scattering chambers: The first chamber features a passivated implanted planar silicon 18 

(PIPS) detector used for RBS and EBS analysis, as well as a silicon drift detector (SDD) used for PIXE. 19 

Both chambers are equipped with a telescope tube for ToF-E ERDA measurements, with the second 20 

chamber (employed in this study) containing an ionization gas detector chamber (GIC) for energy 21 

discrimination. Additionally, both chambers have sample-holders mounted on goniometers that are 22 

remotely controlled, which enables simultaneously data acquisition and sample positioning.  23 

RBS and PIXE measurements were performed simultaneously using 2.0 MeV He+ primary ions. The PIPS 24 

detector is placed at θ = 170o scattering angle with resolution FWHM ≈ 13 keV for the whole detection 25 

chain. Previous x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) on the sample indicated only small crystallites; hence, 26 

no residual channeling is expected. X-rays were detected by the SDD placed at θ = 135o scattering angle. 27 

The X-ray SDD has a resolution of FWHM ≈ 136 eV for the Fe-Kα characteristic energy, and solid angle 28 

of ΔΩ = (3.30 ± 0.14) msr. A 79.5 µm Mylar absorber is placed in front of the detector Be-window (12.5 29 

µm) to attenuate the low-energy characteristic x-rays (e.g., from Si) and Bremsstrahlung in order to 30 

decrease electronic dead-time and protect the detector from radiation damage due to backscattered 31 

particles. 32 
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For depth profiling all light constituents of the photochromic film, we used the ToF-E ERDA system of 1 

the second scattering chamber. As a probe beam, 36 MeV 127I8+ ions were directed onto the sample 2 

under 67.5o with respect to the surface normal. The ToF-E telescope tube is fixed at 45o with respect 3 

to the ion beam. Further details of the setup can be found in [23]. The detection efficiency in the ToF-E 4 

detector - which differs from unity especially for light recoil species - has been corrected in the analysis 5 

code by semi-empirical values previously determined for our system [24]. For the ToF-E ERDA 6 

configuration used in this paper, the system presents a typical depth resolution of ≈ 50 nm, and a 7 

probing depth of ≈ 500 nm. It is known that irradiation with heavy primary ions can trigger the release 8 

of light species [25, 26]. We counteracted any possible impact of sample degradation on the results by 9 

two strategies. At first, all data was recorded time-resolved, which permits to study compositional 10 

changes during the individual measurements. Additionally, to ensure consistency in the comparisons 11 

between the ToF-ERDA spectra and to reduce ion-beam induced hydrogen loss and pile-up effects, we 12 

kept similar charge-integration per irradiation spot, maintaining the beam current low and irradiating 13 

fresh sample surface for all consecutive ToF-ERDA measurement, when relevant. 14 

In order to enhance quantification and depth-resolution on the thin oxygen-rich layer close to the 15 

surface, as initially identified by ToF-E ERDA (discussed in details in Sec. 3.1), EBS measurements were 16 

carried out using the elastic 16O(α,α0)16O resonance at 3.037 MeV He+ energy [27]. Since EBS resonant 17 

spectra are very sensitive to the specific beam energy, the projectile energy was increased in steps 18 

(starting from the energy corresponding to the resonance maximum) in order to depth-profile the 19 

oxygen concentration into the film. For an accurate oxygen depth-profile using EBS, the accelerator 20 

beam energy was before hands determined with an appropriate procedure [28], and the beam energy 21 

accuracy of each impinging projectile is known to be << 0.5 % for the whole He+ energy used in this 22 

work. 23 

3. Results and discussion 24 

3.1. Iterative IBA 25 

In Fig. 2, we present the results obtained from the different IBA-methods. In panel (a), the 26 

experimental RBS spectrum (black solid line) is shown together with a fit obtained by SIMNRA [29] (red 27 

solid line). In panel (b), the experimental PIXE spectrum (black solid line) is plotted together with a fit 28 

provided by GUPIX package [30] (red solid line). In panel (c), the ToF-E ERDA composition depth-profile 29 

deduced from a mass-energy spectrum (not shown) using the POTKU code [31] is presented. Finally, 30 

in panel (d), the depth-profile obtained from fits to several EBS spectra (not shown) using Multi-31 

SIMNRA [32] is presented. 32 
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In Fig. 2 (a), the broad plateau at high energies ≈ [1100 – 1650] keV corresponds to the most prominent 1 

signal from the photochromic film in the RBS: yttrium. A priori, it would be possible to obtain a visually 2 

appealing fit to this spectral feature regardless the information from the other major constituents 3 

present in the film but less clearly observable or undetectable in RBS (i.e., O and H). However, such a 4 

fit would lead to an incorrect prediction of the thin-film thickness, as it would provide only an 5 

approximation to the areal density (in atoms/cm2) of Y ignoring the other constituents. We thus 6 

employ different IBA methods and perform an iterative self-consistent approach during the evaluation: 7 

the key-information extractable from one technique is used as a boundary condition to another one, 8 

and the final fit for all spectra (achieved by chi-square minimization algorithms) leads to a description 9 

of the sample of interest with higher reliability.  10 

The RBS fit shown in Fig. 2 (a) is based on the boundary condition of known relative concentrations of 11 

H and O obtained from ToF-E ERDA and EBS (discussed below), and the total areal density of the YHO 12 

film was found to be 5780 x 1015 at/cm2 (≈ 790 nm assuming a weighted bulk density ≈ 4.49 g/cm3). 13 

Additionally from RBS analysis, a trace-contamination of W (≈ 0.1 at.%) was found in the sample (see 14 

small feature at the highest energies up to ≈ 1850 keV in the RBS spectrum). Nevertheless, due to the 15 

poor mass-resolution of RBS for heavy elements, the unambiguous identification of the origin of this 16 

feature as W was done by PIXE (see the well-separated W-peak in Fig. 2 (b)). Furthermore, from PIXE 17 

analysis, trace-amounts of Ar (≈ 0.2 at.%) and Fe (≈ 0.05 at.%) were found in the sample. The other 18 

peaks in the PIXE spectrum (Si, K and Ca) are originating from the glass substrate. 19 

In Fig. 2 (c), the ToF-E ERDA depth profile is presented. From this plot, one can see that close to the 20 

surface, i.e., in the region between ≈ [0 – 200] x 1015 at/cm2, the oxygen concentration exceeds the 21 

one of hydrogen, in contrast to the film bulk (> 200 x 1015 at/cm2). However, due to the limited energy 22 

resolution of the GIC detector and contributions from geometrical and energy loss straggling, an 23 

accurate analysis of the stoichiometry of this oxide layer is rather difficult. On the other hand, from 24 

this profile it becomes apparent that in the YHO bulk, the concentration of Y remains practically 25 

constant at ≈ 40 at.%, whereas the O signal slightly decreases (down to ≈ 20 at.%) and H 26 

concentrations increase (up to ≈ 40 at.%), which suggests that O replaces H during the oxidation 27 

process. This result is in agreement with other recent findings [10]. Also, some light-impurities (C and 28 

F at ≈ 1.5 at.%) were found. For the present ToF-E ERDA analysis, the depth-range shown in Fig. 2 (c) is 29 

limited to ≈ 3500 x 1015 at/cm2, mainly due to limited range of recoiling species and multiple and plural 30 

scattering effects, which makes quantitative analysis at larger probing depth challenging. 31 

In order to gain further insight in the nature of the thin oxide-layer on the surface of the YHO film and 32 

throughout the film bulk, in Fig. 2 (d), EBS depth-profile are presented. The EBS spectra were taken by 33 
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increasing the helium primary energy in small steps (25 keV) from 3037 keV (oxygen resonance on 1 

surface) up to 3262 keV (oxygen resonance in the substrate-bulk). The recorded spectra for the 2 

different energies were analyzed iteratively using the Multi-SIMNRA code and considering prior 3 

knowledge from RBS, PIXE and ToF-E ERDA (latter for H concentrations - at least up to 4 

≈ 3500 x 1015 at/cm2), ensuring self-consistency. As one can see in Fig. 2 (d), the thin oxygen-rich layer 5 

(≈ 55 at.%) on the surface the YHO film presents an areal density of ≈ 203 x 1015 at./cm2  (≈ 30 nm 6 

assuming Y2O3 density = 5.01 g/cm3). The oxygen to yttrium ratio obtained for this sample was found 7 

to be δ ≈ 0.7, in perfect agreement with the compositional range of photochromic YHO samples 8 

reported in Ref. [10]. Furthermore, Fig. 2 (d) reveals a small gradient of O in the film (in accordance 9 

with ToF-E ERDA, panel (c)), showing that it extends until the interface film/substrate, which indicates 10 

an oxidation process which progresses throughout the entire YHO film upon exposure of the sample 11 

to air. 12 

3.2. In-situ composition study 13 

At present, no satisfying model describing the photochromism phenomenon in YHO exists. To obtain 14 

further knowledge on the mechanism, we have investigated possible chemical compositional changes 15 

of the YHO sample in-situ while triggering photochromism by external illumination. The sample was 16 

loaded onto the goniometer of the second scattering chamber (base pressure ≈ 1 x 10-7 mbar). With 17 

the chamber initially kept dark, two ToF-E ERDA spectra were recorded (procedure similar to the one 18 

shown in Fig. 2 (c)). In sequence, the sample was illuminated through one of the chamber view-ports 19 

for 48 h in total. During the illumination, four ToF-E ERDA spectra were recorded: immediately after 20 

switching the light on, after 2 h, 44 h and 48 h of illumination, respectively. Subsequently, the lamp 21 

was switched-off, and the view-port was covered. After 2 hours of relaxation time, two more spectra 22 

were recorded. Time-scales were chosen rather generous with respect to the typical darkening and 23 

relaxation times to account for possible effects of the high-vacuum environment. 24 

In the following, the depth-profiles deduced from the ToF-E ERDA spectra are divided in two regions: 25 

the surface region ≈ [0 - 350] x 1015 at/cm2, and the film bulk, ≈ [350 - 2000] x 1015 at/cm2. Results for 26 

the depth-integrated Y, H and O values are shown in Fig. 3 (a) for the region close to the surface, and 27 

in (b) for the film bulk. There is no observable significant difference in the atomic concentration of Y, 28 

H and O, before, during or after light illumination. The statistical uncertainty for concentrations of the 29 

main constituents Y, O and H from a single ERD-measurement performed in course of the present 30 

work, stemming mainly from counting statistics of the individual measurements and possible sample 31 

inhomogeneity, is estimated to be better than 2 at.% for the deduced Y, H and O values. Other 32 

systematic uncertainties (from, e.g., inaccuracies of the film stopping power and imperfections on the 33 
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efficiency correction of the ToF-E system) are commonly estimated about 10-20 % for a stand-alone 1 

ToF-E ERDA analysis. However, when evaluating relative concentrations in rather similar samples, their 2 

impact on results is negligible (see discussions in [33]). Note, that also the concentration gradients as 3 

shown in Fig. 2 (c) remained unchanged within the achievable accuracy and precision of the 4 

measurements. The specific results for the H, O and Y concentrations in the film, together with their 5 

respective cumulative statistical uncertainties before, during and after illumination are summarized in 6 

Table 1. From this data the maximum possible change in concentration of the potentially volatile 7 

species of hydrogen or oxygen in the bulk of the film due to illumination is found to be ≤ 1.1 at.%. 8 

We want to point out that we exclude false negative result, i.e. no observable compositional changes 9 

due to a possible absence of photochromic transitions in high-vacuum. On the contrary, 10 

photo-darkening of the sample could be clearly observed in the high-vacuum environment. Moreover, 11 

when comparing the color of the YHO film upon photo-darkening in air and in high-vacuum, no visible 12 

difference in color is observed. This observation is in good agreement with both the ToF-ERDA results, 13 

indicating no compositional changes beyond ≈ 1at.%, as well as qualitative considerations on the 14 

interaction with the residual gas in the experiment. From the base pressure of the vacuum chamber, 15 

no uptake of residual gas component at a rate larger than ≈ 0.1 x 1015 atoms/sec is possible (assuming 16 

residual gas being exclusively hydrogen or oxygen, and a sticking coefficient of 1). Considering the areal 17 

concentrations of H and O in the film exceeding 1700 x 1015 at/cm2, a significant uptake or release of 18 

species on a level of 60 x 1015 at/cm2 is required to permit a change of 1 % of the total areal density of 19 

the film. Any gas uptake/release at higher levels accompanied by the observed rather homogeneous 20 

distribution, i.e. requiring effective diffusion throughout the film, is considered highly unlikely. 21 

Additionally, also the pressure sensors of the equipment showed no pressure excursion, neither on 22 

switching on or off the light source. Altogether, the observed absence of significant uptake or release  23 

of either O or H by the bulk of the film (at a level > 1 at.%) suggest that the photochromism observed 24 

for the investigated system is mainly related to either structural changes [11, 13,14] and/or electronic 25 

rearrangements [15] than pronounced modifications of the overall composition of the material. 26 

Changes in the microstructure of the material with migration of species (such as O) from the bulk 27 

structure to grain boundaries and vice-versa during illumination and relaxation can in such a scenario 28 

explain all observations.  29 

4. Summary and conclusions 30 

The chemical composition of photochromic oxygen-containing yttrium hydride thin-films, grown by 31 

reactive sputtering, was investigated by ion beam-based methods (RBS, PIXE, ToF-E ERDA and EBS). 32 
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The quantitative analysis followed an interactive and self-consistent approach yielding to an 1 

unequivocal composition of the sample.  2 

The investigated YHO films exhibit a thin oxygen-rich layer (≈ 30 nm) on the surface. Throughout the 3 

films, O is found to decreases from ≈ 55 at.% at the surface until ≈ 20 at.% at the interface 4 

film/substrate. Despite that, the yttrium concentration remains constant throughout the film; 5 

hydrogen shows an anti-correlated behavior with respect to oxygen with highest concentrations at 6 

larger depth, suggesting that O replaces H during the oxidation process. Light impurities (C and F) at 7 

cumulative concentrations of a few percent as well as heavy species (Fe and W) on the sub-percent 8 

level were detected. 9 

In-situ investigations by ToF-E ERDA during light-illumination were performed and showed that 10 

photo-darkening can be triggered in a high-vacuum environment, while no significant change in 11 

composition (≥ 1.1 at.%) was observed. Time-resolved studies of the photochromic response in 12 

additional different ambients - performed also on samples of different thicknesses to further study the 13 

observed gradients - would be beneficial to further corroborate these interpretations. Furthermore, 14 

input from theory regarding the structural arrangements energetically possible for different slightly 15 

alternating compositions would significantly advance the understanding of this kind of photochromic 16 

material. 17 

 18 
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Table 1. Chemical composition of photochromic YHO thin film before, during and after illumination in high-1 
vacuum deduced from in-situ ToF-E ERDA measurements. TFU = Thin Film Units = x 1015 at/cm2. 2 

Measurement In-situ 
Illumination 

Time in 
HV [h] 

Surface – [0-350] TFU 
[at. %] 

Bulk – [350-2000] TFU 
 [at.%] 

H O Y H O Y 
1 Off 1 16.7 39.5 43.8 30.7 30.3 39.0 

2 Off 2 16.0 38.9 45.1 31.7 29.4 38.8 

3 On 3.5 20.0 39.7 40.3 33.1 29.0 37.9 

4 On 4.0 18.7 38.6 42.7 31.7 29.6 38.7 

5 On 48.0 20.2 39.4 40.4 33.5 29.0 37.4 

6 On 48.5 18.4 39.8 41.8 30.8 30.0 39.2 

7 Off 53.0 18.7 38.8 42.5 32.7 29.5 37.7 

8 Off 53.5 18.9 39.0 42.1 32.7 29.5 37.7 
Average values [at.%]: BEFORE illumination 16.3 39.2 44.5 31.2 29.9 38.9 
Standard deviation [at.%] 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.1 
Average values [at.%]: UNDER illumination 19.3 39.4 41.3 32.3 29.4 38.3 
Standard deviation [at.%] 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.4 
Average values [at.%]: AFTER illumination 18.8 38.9 42.3 32.7 29.5 37.7 
Standard deviation [at.%] 0.1 0.1 0.2 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 

 3 

  4 
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 1 

Figure 1. (Color online). (a) Schematic drawing of the photochromic YHO film production by reactive magnetron 2 
sputtering. (b) Visual appearance of the photochromic sample studied in this work, before illumination 3 
(transparent/yellowish) and after a few min illumination (photo-darkened). (c) Corresponding reduction of 4 
optical transmittance (≈ 10 %) constant for wavelengths larger than the absorption edge (≈ 450 nm): black line 5 
(before illumination) and blue line (after 30 min illumination) 6 
  7 
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 1 

 2 

Figure 2. (Color online). Summary of the IBA results. (a) Experimental RBS spectrum (black solid line) and the fit 3 
from SIMNRA (red line). (b) Experimental PIXE spectrum (black solid line) and the corresponding fit using GUPIX 4 
(red solid line). (c) Depth-profile obtained from a ToF-E ERDA analysis using POTKU. (d) Depth-profile deduced 5 
by fitting simultaneously several EBS spectra.  6 
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 1 

Figure 3. (Color online). In-situ composition analysis of the YHO film during light illumination by ToF-E ERDA 2 
analysis. Eight spectra were recorded before, during and after light illumination in high-vacuum. The Y, H and O 3 
atomic concentrations in the corresponding depth-profiles deduced from the ToF-E ERDA were depth-integrated 4 
(a) close to the surface and (b) in the bulk of the sample. TFU = Thin Film Units = x 1015 at/cm2. See text for details. 5 


